
"How to use Matlab for programming?" 
 
Steps during programming: 

1. Specification: What should the program do? Definition of the task (not of its 
solution) in normal language 

2. Data flow: Which data will be processed? Where does data come from (data 
sources, e.g. data files, measurement hardware, user input, function input 
parameters)? Where does data go (data sinks, e.g. data files, graphics, sound, 
text display, function output parameters)? 

3. “Divide and conquer”: Divide a big task into several smaller ones. Sub-tasks, 
which can be used in different contexts, should be solved in separate 
programs. Depending on the data flow separate sub-tasks will be implemented 
later as functions or scripts. Smaller units within a function or script can be 
defined as cells in the Matlab editor (we will use cells tomorrow). 

4. Algorithm: Sequence of steps leading to the solution of the task. Algorithms 
are independent of the programming language used. They can be expressed 
e.g. in natural language, with graphical tools or in pseudo code. 

5. Implementation: Transfer the algorithm into a sequence of Matlab commands. 
If no specific commands are available for certain steps, they need to be further 
divided into an algorithm of sub-steps and implemented. Always try to 
implement an algorithm as general and as fault-tolerant as possible. 
Remember to write comments – better too many than too few. 

6. Tests: The first test is always if a program runs at all. Usually debugging a 
program in this stage already takes some time. But if the program runs without 
producing error messages this does not mean that it works correctly! Test your 
program with several examples for which you know the correct solution. Try to 
“outsmart” the program by using non-typical or even absurd input data (act as 
the most stupid user you can think of). If you find something that does not 
work the way it should: go back to the implementation or even the algorithm 
step. The loop of tests and changes usually takes much longer than the initial 
programming.  

7. Documentation: When you are satisfied with your program, take the time to go 
through the entire program again and make sure that comments are helpful 
and understandable also for naïve persons. Write a help text for each file, 
explaining how to use the program and its input and output arguments.  

 
 
Matlab windows 
The matlab desktop can be edited and designed according to your personal needs. 
Sizes can be changed, individual windows can be deleted and brought back with the 
“Desktop” menu, windows can be docked and undocked from the main Matlab 
window. (In case you have changed the appearance of your desktop in an unwanted 
way and you want to get back to the default: click Desktop -> Desktop Layout -> 
Default) 
Commonly used windows are: 

• Command window 
o Issues commands to Matlab for processing 
o >> means that Matlab is ready to take new commands 
o If you want to interrupt a running program, press Ctrl – C 



o The tab-key completes beginnings of commands or file names you 
type. If there are several possibilities you will get a list of possible 
completions. 

o The “arrow up” key in the command window brings up the last 
command from the command history. Typing the beginning of a 
command and “arrow up” jumps to the last command in the history that 
matches the beginning 

• Command history 
o Lists the previous commands issued in the command window 
o Double clicking of a command runs this command 
o You can drag and drop commands into the command window to edit 

them 
o In case you prefer to also store the results of your matlab session, you 

can use the diary command in the command window: diary filename 
starts to copy all subsequent commands and their outputs into a text file 
filename in the current directory. diary off suspends it. diary on turns it 
back on.  

• Workspace 
o Lists all current variables in workspace with data type, name, value, 

min, max 
o Left mouse button to mark one variable to use tool bar 
o Double click on a variable opens the array editor for this variable 
o Right mouse button: contextual menus 

• Current directory window 
o GUI for directory and file manipulation in Matlab 

• Current directory bar 
o Shows name of the current directory 

• Array editor 
o Is opened when a variable is double clicked in the workspace window 
o Table-based editor for all kinds of variables.  
o Values can be seen and changed. 

• Figures 
o Figures are usually not docked to the Matlab-window 
o To open a new figure window type figure in the command window. 

figure(7) opens figure window number 7 
o If no figure is open, every plot command will open a figure window 

• Help 
o Very convenient html-based help tool (see below) 
o Standard: not docked to matlab window 

• Editor 
o Tool to write and edit matlab programs 
o If the file edited ends with .m the editor automatically uses highlighting 

shifting to the appropriate level 
o The editor is at the same time the debugger (see below) 

• Profiler 
o Tool to check the performance of your program and to get suggestions 

for speeding up (will be discussed in detail later) 
 
 
 
 



Some rules 
• Variable names 

o Up to 63 characters 
o Consisting of letters, digits and underscores 
o Variables have to start with letters 
o Variable names are case sensitive 
o Reserved words which cannot be used as variable names are for, end, 

if, while, function, return, elseif, case, otherwise, switch, continue, else, 
try, catch, global, persistent, break 

o Special variables defined by matlab are ans, beep, pi, eps, inf, NaN, 
nan, i, j, nargin, nargout, realmin, realmax, bitmax, varargin, varargout 

o However, it is possible to use these names or the names of functions or 
scripts as variable names. The new variable definition will overwrite the 
old one in the current work space! (Use the clear command to get the 
old definition back.) 

• Punctuation 
o By default, results of all commands are written in the command window. 

To suppress them, a command line has to end with ; 
o You can combine several commands in one line if they are separated 

by ; or by , 
o To add comments, use %. The rest of the line will be ignored by matlab 
o To write a block of comments you can use %{ comment text %} instead 

of starting each separate line with %.  
o If a line is inconveniently long, you can continue in the next line after 

using … to indicate the continuation (only possible between variable 
names and operators, but not within names). Text after … is considered 
to be comments 

• Changing directories 
o To change the current directory, you can either interactively use the 

current directory window or bar, or you can use the following 
commands: 

o cd subdirname makes the sub-directory subdirname the current 
directory 

o cd .. makes the next higher directory the current directory 
o you can combine commands, e.g. by load ../dir2/file27.mat (loads 

file27.mat in sub-directory dir2 of the next higher directory) 
• Search path 

o If you type something into the command window (or run a script or 
function), matlab will try to make sense of the typed words in the 
following sequence: 
1. Workspace (is there a variable with this name) 
2. Built-in function (it there a function with this name in the core of the 

matlab program) 
3. Current directory (is there a current program with this name) 
4. Search path (is there a program in the search path with this name) 
5. If the word is not found anywhere, matlab will report an error 

o The search path is sorted the way you find under Menu file -> Set Path. 
Matlab searches from top to bottom and stops as soon as it finds a 
program with the correct name. 



o To let matlab search in more of your directories than just the current 
one, you need to include them into the search path: Menu file -> Set 
Path -> Add with Subfolders 

 
 
Ways to get help 

• Help browser 
Html based browser to search and view documentation and demonstration for 
Matlab. If you install toolboxes the toolbox help is automatically installed as 
well. The material available in the help browser can be accessed via 

o Contents: Sorted like a book to learn about Matlab 
o Index: Alphabetic list of all Matlab functions 
o Search results: Look for keywords or function names and get a list of 

pages on which the keywords are present. 
o Demos: Videos, m-files and GUIs for several examples of different 

topics (all program code is visible) 
The available material e.g. in the contents menu is grouped into different 
categories: 

o Getting started (green dot): Explanation of several programming 
concepts (at least as good as a Matlab book) 

o User guides (blue pages): More advanced text explanations for several 
programming concepts 

o Examples (yellow lightbulb): Very helpful examples how to use Matlab 
syntax and several programming concepts 

o Reference pages for each function (orange pages): Syntax, description, 
examples, and other information for that function. Each reference page 
includes links to related functions and additional information. 

o Release notes (white paper): Mentions changes between Matlab 
versions, known and fixed bugs etc. 

o Printable documentation (pdf symbol): Most content of the Matlab help 
is also available in pdf format for printing 

• Command window: 
o help command displays the help text (first comment in the program file) 

in the command window. This works for build-in functions, toolboxes 
and self-made programs – if you know the correct name of the 
command. Particularly useful if you want to look up input or output 
arguments. 

o type command displays the full text of a program file. This does not 
work for some built-in functions, but many functions provided by matlab 
and its toolboxes can be read. You also need to know the correct 
name. Particularly useful to get inspiration for your own programs or to 
check if a program really does what you think it does 

o lookfor keyword gives you a list of function names in which the keyword 
is included in the help text. Particularly useful to look up the right name 
of a command 

• Search path: 
o With menue file -> Set Path you can see the path of all matlab 

programs considered. You can look into these directories to find 
programs and read (or copy and modify) them. 

• Internet resources: 
o Mathworks home page: http://www.mathworks.com 



o Matlab newsgroup: comp.soft-sys.matlab 
o Matlab newsgroup FAQ: www.mit.edu/~pwb/cssm/matlab-faq.html 
o Mastering Matlab7 website http://www.eece.maine.edu/mm 

 
Debugging – Testing and correcting a program 

• Tests: 
o Does a program run at all? (-> get rid of all red lines, make sure the 

program terminates) 
o Test at least one dummy example (-> easy to know the correct results) 
o Test some typical examples (-> data for which you know the correct 

results or at least the range in which the results should be. If you do not 
know the exact results, test some examples for which you e.g. know 
which result has to be the biggest one) 

o Test some unusual examples (-> data in a range that could in principle 
be reached but is not typical, e.g. data with missing values (NaN)) 

o Test if the program works correctly for vectors and matrices if both are 
meant to be possible input arguments (-> try different matrix 
dimensions) 

o Test the time performance of your program (-> is it fast enough for real-
world tasks? You can improve the performance by using the profiler, 
which will be covered later)  

o Try to use inappropriate input arguments (-> wrong argument data 
types, wrong number of inputs etc, add helpful error messages) 

o Try to be the most stupid or nasty user you can think of (-> try to 
misunderstand all user interaction, react inappropriately) 

o Give your program to somebody else for testing (-> tell him or her to be 
nasty. Since people think differently, he or she will probably find some 
weaknesses you were not aware of) 

• Debugging: 
If a program does not produce the expected results, you will have to find out if 
the error is in the algorithm or in the implementation. Therefore, you need to 
follow the program step by step and compare the results of the program with 
your expectations. You can do that by hand (which is the fastest way in simple 
cases) of with the debugger provided by the Matlab editor (which is more 
efficient in more complicated cases). 

• Debugging by hand: 
o Include some text outputs to follow the progress of the program. 

Usually it is sufficient to delete some semicolons. If you want to have 
nicer text outputs you need to include some disp of sprintf commands. 

o Add pause after steps you want to evaluate. 
o Add error messages for cases, which could go wrong (e.g. if you know 

that division by 0 could in principle occur.) 
o  A “clean” way to have text outputs for test purposes, but to easily get 

rid of them for real-world application is to introduce a logical variable 
and to make text outputs conditional, depending of the status of the 
variable. E.g. testcase=true; a=b+c; if testcase a end (This works in all 
programming languages, even if they do not provide a debugger) 

• Using the Debugger: 
o Set Breakpoints: Breakpoints are steps in the program at which the 

program stops for inspection of the current status of the workspace. 
Breakpoints are introduced by clicking on the “-“ between the line 



number and the desired line in the matlab editor. A red dot appears, 
showing that a breakpoint is set. If you make changes to the program, 
the dot will turn grey until you save the file.  

o Clear Breakpoints: To delete a breakpoint click again on the red (or 
grey) dot. If you want to clear all breakpoints, click on the symbol with 
the red cross in the editor. 

o Start the program: If you are working on a function with input 
arguments, you need to start it from the command window (otherwise 
Matlab would not know the input arguments). If no input arguments are 
needed, you can also click on the green arrow symbol in the editor. The 
program will run until the first breakpoint is reached and stop there. In 
the command window you will see “K>>” to indicate that Matlab is in 
debugging mode. 

o Inspect variables: In debugging mode, you can see all current variables 
in the workspace window (also for functions). You can access these 
variables by double clicking in the workspace window to open the array 
editor. (You can even change the value in the array editor, but you 
should usually restrain from doing so if you want to do your operations 
reproducibly). Or you can type the name of the variable in the 
command window and you will get the value displayed as text 
message. If you place the tip of your mouse pointer on a variable name 
in the editor window, a small window will pop up, showing type and 
value of the variable. (This of course only works for variables 
introduced in program lines, which were already processed.)  

o Continue the program: The current program line is marked with a green 
arrow in the editor. To continue, you have the following options, 
depicted as symbols in the editor window: 

 Continue (green arrow): continue the program until the next 
breakpoint or the end of the file is reached. 

 Step (little blue arrow down): process one line of program code 
and stop again. The displayed variables will change their values 
according to the operations performed. 

 Step in (little blue arrow to next page): step into sub-function or 
sub-script (if the next line is no call of a function or script it does 
the same as step). 

 Step out (little blue arrow up): go back from a sub-function or 
script to the program from where it was called. 

 Exit debug mode (crossed out blue arrow): continue the program 
to the end without stopping at breakpoints.  

 
Homework 

• Use the debugger to step through one of your programs (ideally a program 
with sub-functions) and inspect how the variables change their values. 

• Test if your program is foolproof or if wrong input arguments cause chaos. 
 
 


